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Project 1: Performance monitoring of NEM solar portfolio 
This project focuses on validating and implementing a methodology for calculating the performance ratio
and curtailment losses at all solar farms on the NEM using publicly available datasets.

Project 2: The impact of new IRP classification on the existing solar farms on the NEM
The project aims to investigate how the new rule improves the business case for retrofitting solar farms with
BESS units. 2



A new participant category – the Integrated Resource Provider (IRP)
will be used by participants with bidirectional units
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Participants with existing grid-scale bidirectional resources will transition to the IRP category, and their units will be re-
classified as scheduled BDUs. 

They will no longer need to register in two categories, meaning that rather than being both a Generator and a Market
Customer, they will (be required to) participate as an IRP.

GU: Semi-scheduled / Non-scheduled 
Battery: Scheduled GU / Scheduled load

Battery: Scheduled GU GU: Semi-scheduled



A new participant category – the Integrated Resource Provider (IRP)
will be used by participants with bidirectional units
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DC-Coupled Hybrid

Participants with existing grid-scale bidirectional resources will transition to the IRP category, and their units will be re-
classified as scheduled BDUs. 

They will no longer need to register in two categories, meaning that rather than being both a Generator and a Market
Customer, they will (be required to) participate as an IRP.



A comparison between the current rule and the new rule
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Solar Farm Dispatch Cap : 70 MW
Battery Dispatch Cap : 40 MW

Solar Farm Dispatch: 20 MW
Battery Dispatch: 50 MWFCAS

Negative P Solar Farm Dispatch: 80 MW
Battery Dispatch: 0 MW

Constraints Solar Farm Dispatch: 80 MW
Battery Dispatch: 0 MW

Current Rule New Rule

Semi-scheduled generators are 
obligated to follow dispatch cap

Restrictions are placed on 
semi-scheduled generators

When a thermal constraint is 
binding, scheduled generating 
system would constrained-off

This action does not impact 
FCAS enablement

Generators can exceed semi-
scheduled dispatch target  

Constraints would apply to the 
net sent out energy at a CP
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